Network-as-a-Service Establishes a Foundation
of Enhanced Revenue Opportunities

What this means for the building owner:

Shared office spaces have enabled many organizations, in
a variety of industries, to benefit from a full-service office
environment without any of the common hassles of leasing
conventional office space. Private offices, furniture, shared
lobby and conference areas, and building maintenance
are all covered, have tenants’ IT needs been addressed?

• Expand revenue streams by offering additional
business services

• Elevate the tenant experience with 24x7 network

When commercial tenants move into the building, they’re
faced with the long and cumbersome process of procuring
and integrating their IT — from setting up a network to
provisioning PCs, from Wi-Fi and IP phone services to
digital and physical security. It’s not only a huge hindrance
to getting up and running immediately, it also can drain
capital resources, making the entire move questionable
for their business’s profitability and success.

•
•
•

Property management companies wanting to set
themselves apart to benefit from the growing shared
space trend are faced with the challenge of providing for
tenants’ unique office needs, particularly when it comes
to IT.

monitoring and immediate response times to their
IT needs
Protect tenant investments and your own with
digital security and physical security of each office
and the entire building
Provide cybersecurity insurance giving tenants
peace of mind and strengthening your security
posture
Gain recognition as a pioneer (and increase
demand) by providing white-glove business

What this means for the tenants:
• Increased efficiency and no tech worries starting on
Day 1

• Budget-friendly operational expense instead of

BlackHawk Data Makes IT Happen
BlackHawk Data’s Network-as-a-Service is the easy button
for property managers and tenants. It’s the quick, efficient
and secure way to ensure your tenants have the technology
they need so they can move in and start working on Day 1.
We take care of all the set up so all your tenants have to
do is sit down and get to work. Plus, we provide a 24x7
helpdesk that can monitor and manage your tenants’ IT —
from desktop and network support to updates and security
monitoring — so all they have to think about is growing
their business. And our services scale with them as they
grow.
We’re your property’s built-in IT department complete with
industry experts that have decades of experience and a
wealth of certifications in a variety of technologies.

•
•
•
•

up-front capital expenditures for equipment and IT
management
Enterprise-grade internet services and network
security
Immediate connectivity with IP phone set up
PC, laptop and printer installation prior to start of
business
Ongoing maintenance and helpdesk support
covered throughout lease term

BlackHawk Data helps you build happier and more loyal
customers while generating greater revenue and ongoing positive brand awareness.
Set yourself apart with BlackHawk Data. Give us a call at
877-456-4295 and let’s get started.
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